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SPORTS DAY

Sports day and Annual Function are the two big events of
school. They need a lot of preparation a practice. A sport day was to be
th
held on 13 January 2020. First all events was decided for every
standard from nursery to eight group and individual races were
decided. Three events for each class was ﬁnalised in the meeting by
the higher authorities of the school. Then the event in charge was
appointed. The teachers were asked to make a list of the material that
they need for their events. Props and other requirements list was also
made to make the event successful. Snacks were to be provided to
the student and staﬀs was decided by the admin department.
Mass drill is a group event that's why from the begin of the
year, teachers of primary and secondary section were instructed to do
practice in the P.T. period. One month before the sports a new time
table was made in which each class was sent in the school compound
to do the practice of the races. A week before they did practice with
their props specially small students.
In the beginning of the academic year Priyadarshini Park was
booked for the sports. At the time of booking the list of the item
available with the ground authorities was taken and handed over to
the event incharge. The ﬁrst was forwarded to the teachers. Two –
three days before the event few teachers and the selected staﬀ from
the Admin along with the higher authorities went to visit the ground, so
that the sitting arrangement of the students can be made properly.
Admin department decide the sitting arrangement of the parents and
others arrangement with the higher authorities and the ground
incharge. A meeting was conducted and the duties were allotted to the
teachers and other staﬀ. Two day before the event the props and other
material were packed in the boxes and handover to the admin staﬀ.

One day before the sports all the students, teachers and all
the staﬀ were present in the ground for practice. As per the decided
schedule everybody reached the ground on the given time. And the
practice began. As per the list of event one by one each event was
performed. Everybody was performing his duty at its best.
th

Finally the Sports Day arrived. It was on 13 January, 2020.
Students, teachers and other staﬀ of the school was ready to give their
best. The sports began with Qirat recitation followed by National
Anthem. Then our ﬁrst event of Mass Drill was performed by our
primary and secondary section. Then one by one as per the list, the
event were performed parents and students were encouraging the
participant by cheering.
The performance of the pre-primary students was
outstanding. Everybody on the ground was cheering them even the
chief guest left their places and came near the track to encourage
them. That scenario cannot be described in words. These little Angles
were the centre of attraction of the day.
One after the other the events were performed. Parents,
students and the respected judges all were enjoying the events. For
group events the judges came on the track. They enjoyed individual
events so much that they cannot resist themselves. They came on the
track to see the group events. Throughout the day the environment of
the ground was ﬁlled with the cheer of parents and students at 1:30 a
lunch break was given. In the lunch break they enjoyed with many
delicious dishes with tasty snacks and pickles. All the students,
teachers, parents and everybody present on the ground enjoyed
every moment of the sports day. Then again the events began.
Parents' and teachers' race was a surprise for everyone.
Then the prize distribution ceremony was started. Trophy and
certiﬁcates were given to the winners. Then the Chairman announced
next day holiday. Everybody went home tired with sweet memorizes.
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